
Prioriy
Priority: in foil and sabre fencing, the convention that establishes 

I. the attacker’s right to attack 
II. the defender’s obligation to sufciently deviate the attacker’s 

blade before the defender can attack; 
priority goes to the fencer who completely extends his sword arm frst, and has 
a defnitive line of attack established beforehand.

Understanding priority is one of the most important concepts to understand in all of fencing.  As my 
teacher* said, “Priority is the hallmark of classical vs. modern fencing in that we use Priority in all 
things.  For this reason, even when using foils, we can say that we are more closely approximating 
swordplay than modern fencing – and we can do this logically without any mention of sword type.”

In training it is important to move slowly, even when fencing another person in an assault, and our 
actions must be complete.  If you attempt an attack, you need to ask yourself:

I. Did it start in Line and finish with complete extension of the arm?
II. Was your measure correct?
III. How does your blade respond to hitting the target?
IV. Have your reached or hit the intended target?
V. Can you counter-parry from the final position of your attack?

Apart from Priority, other rudimentary technical 
requirements remain, proper grip and hand position, guard 
position and measure.  

When fencing, we must either return to the safety of
our en garde position, close the line with an 
engagement, or establish the offensive again upon 
their hesitation.

Questions we must ask ourself on a parry are:
I. Was it in time with the attack?
II. Did the parry close the Line?
III. Did your parry facilitate a reposte?
IV. Did your choice of parry help you identify 

what actions your opponent is capable of?

My teacher also said,
“When we deny our personal responsibility & the 
self-discipline required to fencing “correctly” we 
are denying the truth in what we do.”

* David Achilleus Trovare di Spada. 
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